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PUBLIEK

In “Publiek” you can eat upgraded traditional dishes with both every

day and forgotten ingredients, represented in original one Michelin

star combo’s. Those who love special tastes and a good portion of

rock ‘n roll should definitely go to this hotspot.

Ham 39

+32 (0)9 330 04 86



OTOMAT

At “Otomat” you eat heavenly pizza’s inspired by lots of world trips.

“Otomat” calls its pizza’s crunchy and unique because the dough is

made from Duvel beer. Share some pizza’s and discover the

different toppings and end your meal with a desert pizza full of

chocolate and fruit.

Kleine Vismarkt 3  

+32 (0)9 278 04 04



MEME GUSTA

The concept of “Mémé Gusta” is traditonal Belgian food only. The

interior looks really old-fashioned, warm and homely. The chefs work

with pimped grandmothers’ recipes. It is the perfect place for

gourmets who fancy a hot stew pot with fresh homemade Belgian

fries.

Burgstraat 19

+32(0)9 398 23 93



HOLY FOOD MARKET

When you are going out with a diverse group and do not agree on

choosing one particular restaurant, step by in the “Holy Food

Market”. The 16th century Baudelo-chapel was transformed into a

covered market with various food stalls with all over the world

cuisines. “Holy Food Market” is inspired by food markets such as in

Barcelona, Copenhagen or Rotterdam.

Beverhoutplein 15

No reservations



PAKHUIS

In “Pakhuis” you get overwhelmed by the huge space that exudes

the atmosphere of the former warehouse. They serve oysters every

day of the year. Next to that, the overall European food is brilliant.

Schuurkenstraat 4 

+32(0)9 223 55 55



A FOOD AFFAIR

“A Food Affair” is definitely a good affair for Thai food lovers. This

cosy restaurant has become a fixture for those who are into fusion

kitchen with a spicy touch.

Hoogstraat 58

+32 (0)9 224 18 05



LOF

You can find “LOF” in the building of the rebranded Pillows Hotel.

LOF stands for refined and elegant dishes made with local products

and supported by a worldly wine list. The menu is inspired by the

gastrobar concept of the well-known Michelin star chef Ron Blaauw.

Hoogstraat 36

+32 (0)9 235 40 70



TAXI’S

Ghent is giving way to a brand new concept in gastronomy with

restaurant “Taxi’s”, fine dining in a former garage. The restaurants

kitchen that focuses on North Sea fish is called the new culinary

pearl of Ghent.

Zuidstationstraat 35

+32 (0)9 278 90 44



AROY AROY

“Aroy Aroy” is a restaurant where two brothers express their ultimate

love for Thai cuisine and beer. During the week, they open their

restaurants for people who like to try modern oriental dishes.

Lange Steenstraat 10 

+32 (0)479 12 45 90



DE GRILL

This family restaurant, based at the waterside of the city since 1978,

is serving delicious grill platters and typical dishes from Ghent. During

winter, people can enjoy a good piece of meat behind the old

medieval walls. During summer, the waiters are happy to give you a

spot right on the waterside.

Korenlei 23 

+32 (0)9 225 09 74



CAFÉ RENÉ

In Café René you will get home-made dishes, from a kitchen that is

open all the time, from breakfast to dinner. The extensive menu has

countless snacks, pasta, salads, changing seasonal suggestions,

tapas and steaks. The best place to go with a various group who is in

for a trendy platter combined with a nice drink.

Gebroeders Vandeveldestraat 2-4

+32 (0) 9 223 27 00



G H E N T 

THE COBBLER
Fancy cocktail bar @ Graslei 16

GALGENHUIS
Oldest beer café @ Groentenmarkt 5

ONA
Trendy wine bar @ Nederkouter 71 

CAFE LABATH 
Cosy coffee bar @ Oude Houtlei 1 

DE NIEUWE ONVRIJE SCHIPPER
Sunny terrace @ Korenlei 7



AALST



KELDERMAN

“Kelderman” is with its one Michelin star one of the best restaurants

in Aalst that focusses on serving fresh fish in an elegant way. This

hotspot is also the place to bo for real wine freaks. Each glass of

wine at “Kelderman” is filled with great names of the best wines.

Parklaan 4 

+32 (0)5 377 61 25



CONTROVERSE

In “Controverse” you can have dinner with a view on the nine holes

of the golf club of Aalst. This place is known for its pure character

food. In company of a large group? “Controverse” will be happy to

install you in a private room.

Zandberg 6 

+32 (0)5 365 00 53



CUL’EAU

“Cul’Eau” is a high level brasserie that only works with fresh

ingredients. That’s also the reason why the menu changes from time

to time. The name of this place is a mix of ‘culinary’ and ‘eau. Both

words refer to the combination of a nice restaurant and trendy bar.

Gentsesteenweg 177

+32 (0) 5 321 18 79



DE FRIGO

“De Frigo” is the Dutch name for “the fridge”. This former butcher

shop was redecorated into a trendy meat restaurant. The name of

the restaurant refers to the fridge that was built in the butcher shop

in the 1950s. This is the perfect spot for people who can appreciate

a good piece of meat.

Zwarte Zustersstraat 7a

+32 (0)5 342 90 75



A A L S T 

JAMES BAR 
Fancy cocktail bar @ Grote Markt 28

CAFE DEN BABBELAAR 
Brown café @ Klapstraat 3 

WIJNBAR PIAZZA 
Trendy wine bar @ Vredeplein 3  

DE PRINS DRINKT KOFFIE
Coffee bar run by former Prince Carnaval @ Geraardsbergsestraat 2 

CAFFEE COGNAC 
Sunny terrace @ Grote Markt 21


